Designing
the Perfect
Crossword

ACROSS
1. Minimalists believe less is
3. Famous interior designer
who is known for bold
colors and also the carpet
in The Shining (2 words)
7. A decorating felony
when it’s the only light
source in the room
8. French for “canvas or cloth”,
designer for a pastoral pattern
(usually a single shade)
10. ___ lace: our designers’
favorite white paint, also
a very delicious variety
of whipped cream
11. Homepolish’s founder
and CEO (2 words)
13. “I want it to be classic—but
absolutely nothing like my
mother’s house.” (2 words)
14. “A house is a ____ for living
in.”—Le Corbusier
16. The look of a chic countryside,
minus all the barnyard
animals (2 words)
18. For your dieters and
those trying to balance a
room’s furniture plan
20. Calculate square feet by
multiplying the length by the ___
21. When your house looks
kind of like a factory, but
a cool factory (2 words)
23. “Oh, you want to put all of
those patterns in one room? I
guess that makes you a ___”
26. Second most famous library
in NYC, design mecca
31. “Of the moment” material,
featured in the bathroom
project on pg. 12
32. Famous architect’s first name
and type of sleep cycle
33. Location of Saks (2 words)
34. Director known as much for her
frothy rom-coms as for their

covetable kitchens, __ Meyers
35. A self-defense move that
the inexperienced use to
fluff pillows (2 words)
DOWN
2. Not tan, not cream, not beige
4. Celeb-preferred style of
decorating, but OK to
use if you don’t live in
Los Angeles (2 words)
5. Homepolish: interior
design, _______
6. Measure ___, cut once
9. “So what you’re saying
is you want the place to
feel very undecorated?”
12. Wallpaper you don’t
have to mow
14. Interior design movement

15.

17.
19.

22.

24.

25.

characterized by bright colors,
modern shapes—not Tennessee
Luxe hotel famous for
its art deco design and
current multi-million dollar
renovation (2 words)
Attractively unfinished, not
actually in the woods
A piece of furniture
that appreciates happy
hour (2 words)
“I hate to break it to
you, but that’s not an
antique, that’s just ___”
Canine, or considered by some
to be the first interior designer
in the world, Elsie de ____
Danish word for comfort/
an aesthetic style that
lets you stay in bed

27. A term to describe shape
or texture or how we
buy our veggies
28. Iconic design duo known
for their molded chairs
29. A designer would know better
than to call this finish flat
30. As a rug, sets a neutral
foundation
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